The 
Introduction
The role of state and government is becomes protectors of the people or citizens, this role should be able to make regulations for the prosperity of the society. As said by Roscoe Pound "law as a tool of social engineering", which means the function of law as social engineering or to transform society. 1 The change certainly from unfavorable life to the better life.
Decent wage constitutionally mandated by Article 27 paragraph 2 of 1945 Constitution states that "Every citizen has the right to work and a decent living for humanity", and Article 28D paragraph (1) 1945 Constitution explains that " Everyone has the right to recognition, security, protection, and fair legal certainty and equal treatment before the law; (2) Everyone has the right to work and to receive remuneration and fair treatment and decent in labor relations". It should be emphasized that wage constitutionally must be fair and reasonable. The right to wage it there after work agreements.
Wages are the rights for worker that have been acquired as a result of their employment relationship. Wages are one of the sources of life for workers. Legally the wage definition specified in Article 1 (30) of Law No. 13 Year 2003 which sets:
Wages are the rights of workers/laborers were accepted and expressed in the form of money as a reward from the employer or employer to worker/laborer assigned and paid by an employment agreement, agreements, or the legislation, including allowances for workers/laborers and their families on a work and/or services that have been or will be made.
Dilemmatic wage protection make the workers through the labor unions always do a demonstration in every international labor day which falls on 1 (one) May demanding higher wage or referred to the national minimum wage.
2 The labor unions demand requesting the revocation of the provisions of Government Regulation No. 78 Year 2015. The strategy of trade unions took to the streets and strikes are a major action to fight for workers aspirations 3 . According to Fuller, said the eight principles that must be fulfilled by law is: a). A legal system composed of rules, not based on short verdicts on certain rights; b). Regulation was announced to the public; c). Not retroactive, because it will damage the system integration; d).
Created in a formulation that is understandable by the public; e). There should be no conflicting regulations; f). Should not require an act exceeds what can be done; g). Not to be frequently altered; h). There must be compatibility between the regulations and the daily implementation 4 .
The opinion of Fuller is a concept of legal certainty from the legislation that can be used as a reference in analyzing the setting of wage protection. the wages in the form of money which mean nominal wages, while there are workers in the community get a reward other than money as their wages also receiving something material right on moving objects such as staples, clothing, medicines and others. Facilities provided freely from employers to workers for certain positions, and there are also facilities counted as additional wages. Facilities included in the expenditure or capital expenditure or cost the company still counted. This means that wages can be money and/or combined with innatura. The concept wages contained in the provisions of Article 1, point 30, will be difficult for the forming of legislation against domestic helpers who are now known as the "assistant housekeeping".
Discussion
Second, The concept of minimum wage is not regulated in Law No.13 Year 2003, the minimum wage provision is found in Article 88 paragraph (2) which states: "The government has set the minimum wage referred to paragraph (3) letter a is based on the need for decent living by taking into account productivity and economic growth". Means the minimum wage is a government policy in protection of workers and also pay attention to employers interests. The definition of "interests" can be interpreted to the needs or requirements that must be fulfilled concerning Minimum Wage labor is only intended for beginners who are single. How is the safety net wages for workers who are married and have long working period, there are no settings.
Third, the concept of preventive wages protection is still blurred in Law No.13 Year 2003. Wage protection is a safeguard against wage system based humanely, so that the rights of workers with regard to wages are not eliminated or reduced. Wage protection can be carried out preventive and curative, preventive wage protection in legislation should be able to get the accuracy or certainty laws that govern it. Supposed the wage concept protection already exists clearly in the constitution governing the employment. Adapted to the development objectives of employment under Article 4 as follows: "c. provide protection to workers in welfare; and d. improving the welfare of workers and their families ". Ideally in the explanation of Article 4 defined the term of protection, then Article 88 paragraph (3) states: "Wage policy that protects workers/ laborers include ...", but the explanation of both the laws are not there.
Fourth, the concept of wage components are less clear. In Article 94 Law No.13 Year 2003 which says that: "in terms of wage consists of basic salary and fixed allowance, the amount of the basic wage at least 75% (seventy five percent) of the total basic salary and fixed allowance". The provision is so vague or ambiguous, it can lead to misinterpretation by entrepreneurs. If the view "that combines all of these extra payments in the sense of minimum wage", it will result in lack of legal certainty to protect workers/ laborers. The fixed allowance consists of many kinds, namely: a. Allowances that are supporting: such as transportation al-lowances; b. Allowances with social functions: health care benefits, old age benefits, allowances expensiveness, wife/ husband allowance, child support, alimony religious days, leave allowance, housing allowance. The socalled social security benefits 6 . Allowances which are no separate payment to basic wages in terms of minimum wage, this shows the role of benefits as wage supplements do not work.
Sixth, Legalese not provide legal certainty. The title of the legislation which sets minimum wage rates in each province, which would be the nomenclature "Governor Decree" and some are wearing nomenclature "Governor Regulation". The title of the legislation with the nomenclature "Governor Decree" less precise rules used for the title that set the provincial minimum wage. Because nomenclature "Decree" is typically used for official statements aimed to the specific legal subject, individual, whereas the "Regulations" aimed to the general public associated with the norms set. Nomenclature "Governor Regulation" is showing a rule derived from the Governor imposed on its people. From 28 provinces that set minimum wage regulations in Indonesia in 2015, found only 4 provinces (14%) who use nomenclature "Governor Regulation". Supposed Minister of Manpower and Transmigration issued regulations requiring wear nomenclature "Governor Regulation" to set the lowest wages in every province.
Seventh, the remuneration policy does not provide wage protection specially to workers system outsourcing (outsourcing) and the workers who make the agreement work time (PKWT). Workers who make a certain time work agreement (PKWT). also known labor contract system. Contract labor system, not in wages payment inside of wholesale system, but workers made agreements with employers which time it works in a certain period of time up to 1 6 Adrian Sutedi, 2009, Hukum Perburuhan, Jakarta: Sinar Grafika, page 151.
(one) year and can be extended again. The term outsourcing is not found in the Law No.13 Year 2003. According R.Greaver H, said: "outsourcing is regarded as diverting some of company's activities and decision rights to outside provider, where actions is bound in a cooperation contract.
7 Outsourcing relationship has its own characteristics in the execution of work, thus the reception of irregular wages 8 . The absence of wage protection to this two types work systems will result in the discomfort of the workers who will be unemployed ranges, in terms of both systems more beneficial for companies like: easier to recruit workers without the hassle of job training because it has done an outsourcing company, so that employers focus more on its core business 9 , Employment termination without severance pay. Contract labor system benefits employers, because in the term of employment termination is not required to pay the severance.
Eighth Unit results. The provisions of the law language does not provide legal certainty, since the word "wages set by ..." has a double meaning as "the basis for determining the rates of wages" or "the basis for determining system of remuneration." The basis for determining the wages of which meet the needs of workers and their families a decent life, and balance with the economic condition of companies. While the system of remuneration that is: based on time period, or based on number or unit of work, and there is also a mixed system of both systems. The word "necessities of life" in Article 23 paragraph (1) Government Regulation No.78 Year 2015 has a double sense, and the article does not provide legal certainty to guarantee the protection of workers.
Eleventh, component decent living needs as referred to Article 43 paragraph (5) Government Regulation 78 Year 2015 and basic necessities as referred to paragraph (4) be reviewed within a period of five (5) years, in terms price changes of daily needs, often changed in a relatively short period of time. Ideally the review of a living wage is done one time a year, ahead of the enactment of a decent wage would be a minimum, wage More Decent, Very Decent Wages Twelfth, the provisions of Article 44 of Government Regulation No. 78 Year 2015 concerning minimum wage calculation formula is: UM n = UM t + {UM t x (Inflasi t + % ∆ PDB t )}. Calculation formula of minimum wage is minimum wage plus the current year with minimum wage multiplication for the year by sum of current year the national inflation rate and the growth rate of Gross Domestic Product for the year. This provision is only concerned with economy investor, does not attend to decent living needs that every year changes. And rules are also not in sync with the provisions of Article 43 paragraph (1) Government Regulation No.78 Year 2015 which states that the minimum wage as stipulated in Article 41 is done each year based on the need for decent living by taking into account productivity and economic growth, the provision of Article 44 does not provide legal certainty it should be changed.
The Characteristics of Wage Protection based on the Principle of Legal Certainty
Based from a good legal theory advanced by Lon Fuller can be used and developed in setting of wages in the future. The principles are described below: first, the existence of clarity in the legal concept of the charge of material law. Wage protection is a safeguard against wage system based humanely, so the rights of workers with regard to wages are not eliminated or reduced. A living wage is a wage that can meet the needs of workers and their families live humanely and in accordance with company's ability conditions level. Safety net wage is a safety framework in order to escape poverty wage of workers.
Second, a legal system consists of regulations, which are arranged according to legal hierarchy that has been regulated by Article 7 Law No.12 Year 2011. Then, under Article 8 Law No. 12 Year 2011, the Company Regulations or Collective Labor Agreement, Working Agreement including the source wage law, as instructed by higher laws. The legal force of legislation should be in conformity with hierarchy. The legal norms below must not conflict with higher legal norms.
Third, the regulations established by competent authority, which must be tailored to legislation type, and includes members of Tripartite as public participation in legislation field employment formation. Fourth, clear legal purposes. The purpose of remuneration in accordance with opening law of 1945 Constitution is to create a fair and prosperous society. It would require government intervention through regulation and supervision for a fair and prosperous society realization, of course this can be realized through legal protection to weaker party. Law protection can be distinguished on preventive protection and repressive 10 . Citizens in general and workers/laborers in particular should receive constitutional rights in decent livelihood form earned from work and remuneration and fair and proper treatment in employment relationship.
11 Provides protection to weaker party.
Fifth, the Regulation was announced to the public, to make them easier for law enforcement. Sixth, the regulation does not apply retroactively, as it will damage integrity system. Seventh, made in formulation that is understandable by the public and does not have an ambiguous meaning, the use of a standard term, such as word "Decree" is replaced with the word "regulation" for wages setting, because wages setting are legal norms applicable to the subject of law in general, though applicable for a specific region. Eighth, should not be any conflicting regulations, both vertically or in horizontal. Ninth, it should not be demanding obligations that exceed capabilities. Wage consists of a minimum living wage, decent wages, wages are very feasible as lowest standard tailored to company's ability.
Tenth, not to be frequently modified. Regulations that changed often can result in hard to realize rule of law. Eleventh, the regulation should be accepted by society, and therefore it should be logical rules, to involve stakeholders in norms establishment and contains a sense of justice. Twelfth, existence of company's obligation to make the wage books. Thirteenth, existence of a dispute resolution institutions, both outside court or in court. Fourteenth, the provision of sanctions for violators.
Conclusion
Based on this analysis we can conclude that: first, the setting of wages in Indonesian positive law is not regulating the concept of wage protection, the concept of wage limiting, the concept of safety net wages do not exist, the concept of a living wage is not yet clear, the concept of minimum wage unconstitutional, still found the language law ambiguous; second, wage setting to realize the legal certainty that is guaranteed legal clarity, then law must have characteristics: legal concepts clarity; the regulations established by appropriate authorities; purpose law clarity; The rules do not apply retroactively; the formulation of common rules understandable; regulation was announced to public; there should be no conflicting regulations; should not require any obligations that extend beyond its ability; not to be frequently altered; that rule can be accepted by society; the existence of dispute resolution institutions; and existence of legal sanctions for violators.
Suggestion
For the sake of legal certainty wage setting in Law No.13 Year 2003 needs to be revised to establish wages protection concept, wage concept. Government Regulation No. 78 Year 2015 also needs to be revised, especially include the concept of wage protection, the concept of a living wage, the wage concept, the concept of a safety net wages in the regulations. Legislators also must pay attention to the characteristics of legal certainty in wage protection setting.
